Farm Labor Activists Send Clear Message:

We Want Farm Jobs to Go Away!
There is no longer any dispute: those claiming to help farm
workers are actually working hard to take their jobs away.
Opposition to a bill that provides simple justice, protects farms
against unreasonable and farm-killing demands, and protects
thousands of farm jobs shows these activists’ true colors. In opposing
this, they make clear their true motives which has nothing to do with
justice––especially for farm employees.
Community to Community, Columbia Legal Services, the Washington
State Labor Council, and an employment lawyers group are all
opposing state Senate Bill 5172. With this opposition they make clear
their position: farms must die, and with them most of the 150,000
direct jobs these farms provide.

Their false claim that they are working on behalf of farm workers
has never been so obviously exposed.

If Senate Bill 5172 fails, this long time farm
worker’s job will be lost. So will thousands more.
Farms cannot survive the demands of class action
lawyers for three year’s back pay. Labor activists
know this, but are fighting against the bill
demonstrating they care nothing for farmworkers or
justice.

Why will farms and farm jobs disappear if this bill fails?
Are farmers crying “wolf” or are they serious when all farmers and farm leaders say without protection from the
lawsuits, farming in our state will be essentially destroyed?
Right now farms are facing about 30 lawsuits from class action lawyers from as far away as Los Angeles. These
lawyers claim farms owe three years overtime pay to their employees. That’s just wrong. Most of the current
cases are dairy farms but their claims apply to all farms.
Farmers have been following a 1959 state law that tells how farm workers are to be paid. In November 2020 the
State Supreme Court overturned that law, and now lawyers are demanding farmers pay their employees for
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three years back pay. If their demands succeed, the
payments will bankrupt most farmers––most certainly the
smaller and newer farmers. One farmer with 90 employees
said it would cost him $2.2 million. The cost of defending
against these abusive lawsuits adds greatly to the problem.
This bill protects against these unreasonable demands and
April Clayton, organic cherry and apple grower, explains
during a Save Family Farming press briefing on SB 5172
that her farm and those of her neighbors will go bankrupt.

prevents lawyers from profiting from the court decision.
If you doubt the impact on farms, please listen to what
farmers and farm employees say about the impact of the
court’s decision and the class action lawsuits.

Here’s what April Clayton, an organic cherry and apple grower in
Eastern Washington said:
“If this happens to my farm we’ll go under, this will bankrupt us.
The apple industry has been depressed the last three years. I’ve
talked to my fellow neighbors and farmers and it will bankrupt
them as well.”
Activists claim workers are owed this money and farmers
should pay
If the bill fails and the lawsuits go forward requiring farmers to
pay, workers will very likely see very little of it. Class action lawsuits

Flor de Marie Maldonado at the January 28 Senate
hearing. She said: “Without the protections granted by
SB5172 family owned orchards, specifically those that
are owned by minority or disadvantaged farmers will
become a thing of the past.”

pay lawyers handsomely, but “victims” they claim to represent get very little. Lawyers receive 85% to 99% of the
awards and the vast majority of cases are settled out of court with lawyers on both sides receiving most of the
settlements.
It’s no surprise that lawyers who sue on employment issues joined with labor activists to defeat this bill. They do
not want to see this opportunity to generate large fees go away, even at the expense of farming in Washington
state.
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Andrea Schmitt, lawyer for Columbia Legal Services, claims paying this back pay will make up for what farm
employees lost by not getting paid overtime. But, farm workers did not lose under the law exempting farm
workers from overtime requirements. Their pay and benefits were based on that exemption. They were paid very
well compared to farm employees in other states and against other jobs they could choose. To suggest they were
robbed of pay either shows great ignorance of pay received by farm workers or great dishonesty. It should be
noted that Erik Nicholson, then national vice president for the United Farm Workers, called out Andrea Schmitt
for lying in a court document as part of the firm's advocacy for farm worker rules.

Claims that farm workers were cheated under the overtime exemption are simply false
Farm workers were not cheated under the now overturned law. Farmers compete for workers against everyone
else, and farm workers have been in very short supply. Most farm employees are paid about $20 per hour and
most want to work extra hours to earn as much as they can. If dissatisfied with pay or working conditions,
domestic workers can easily go to other jobs such as construction. Competition for workers and the state’s high
minimum wage means Washington farmers pay more for labor than any other state except Hawaii.
Farm employees are very unhappy about the change
in how they are paid. Many who chose to work
longer hours are now restricted to 40 hours. Some of
those have had to take a second job to make up for
smaller pay checks caused by limited hours. Some
had their base pay adjusted so their employer could
afford to pay overtime and stay in business. Some
who were on salary with flexible hours have had to
go hourly with restrictions on time spent.
One of several farm workers explaining by video how the overtime
exemption has harmed them” “If I were to talk to the lawmakers I
would say to them they really got to look at this from a farmer’s
point of view and an employee’s point of view. Watch the video
here.

Farm workers understand that farmers have had to
adjust to stay in business. Most of all farm workers
are concerned that their employer keeps farming,
because as many have said farm work is all they have
done and all they want to do.
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Activists are either ignorant of farm survival and job losses, or don’t care
Unlike other businesses most farms have no
control over the price they receive for what they
produce. Most farm products such as milk, fruit,
potatoes, wheat, beef, etc., are sold at prices set
by the global market.
Washington farmers are amazingly efficient and
have to be because labor is one of the biggest
costs of farming. And Washington farmers pay
more for labor than any other state except Hawaii.
This is one of the main reasons why Washington
farms are going bankrupt at a rate higher than

The American Farm Bureau reports on farm bankruptcies and as this chart
shows bankruptcies in Washington have increased more than any other
region. If the legislature refuses to protect farms against the claims for three
years backpay, these numbers will skyrocket.

almost any other state.
And they pay far, far more than most of their foreign
competitors. Minimum wage for farm workers where guest
workers are employed is $15.83 an hour, but most earn
considerably more than that. Compare that to Mexican
minimum wage of $7.10 PER DAY! It’s no wonder that many
Mexicans compete for the 20,000 guest worker jobs available
in Washington.
Rising costs of labor forces farmers into uncomfortable
Save Family Farming’s president, Larry Stap, is a fourth
generation owner of a small dairy farm. He installed robotic
milkers for his 200 cow dairy, replacing several farm workers.
Robotics for milking, picking apples, harvesting raspberries
and many others are a way of saving the farm for those who
can afford the high cost. But, farmworker jobs are being lost.
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choices: mechanize to replace labor or sell out to a larger farm
that can afford to mechanize. Both are happening rapidly now.
Robotic milking systems are replacing many dairy jobs. Most
raspberries in the state are harvested mechanically. Robotic
apple pickers are expected in the next few years to replace a
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great many apple harvest jobs.
One farm in Western Washington was unfairly and dishonestly attacked by Rosalinda Guillen of Community to
Community and her FUJ union. As a result 400 farm workers lost their jobs with millions of losses to their
families in Mexico. They were replaced by mechanical harvesters.

Activists’ claim of standing for justice undermined by their words and actions
Activists such as Rosalinda Guillen of Community to Community and FUJ, make much of standing for justice, as
does Columbia Legal Services. But how can they, while
claiming it is fair and right to penalize someone severely
when they have been following the law for years?
The fact that demanding back pay when a law is followed,
and then suddenly changed, is not about farming or farm
workers, it is about justice and the rule of law. How can
anyone have confidence in our justice system or laws
when a court can overturn a longstanding law, and then
punish everyone who had been following that law?
Farmers have equated this to having the speed limit
changed one day and then being required to pay fines for
speeding over the past three years that you were
supposedly speeding. Except in this case, as one farmer
pointed out, they not only demand the fines but take
your car away as well.

Senator Karen Keiser, Chair of the Senate Labor Committee, held
a hearing on January 28. Over 540 farm supporters signed up
to speak in favor of the bill.
Dairy farm employee Miguel Navarette testified to the Senate
committee on January 28. He explained with his job he has
paid for college and earned a bachelor’s degree with no student
loans. “I am a DACA recipient with a great paying job in a Pasco
dairy.” He was able to purchase a home. “Now, all of that is
being put at risk,” he testified. “My main point is, when you hurt
the employer the employee also gets hurt.”

Let’s say a court decides that marijuana shouldn’t be
legal and overturns the state law that says it is. Should the marijuana retailer be subject to fines or going to jail
when they were following the state law all the time? That offends anyone’s sense of justice. Yet, that is exactly
what the activists are claiming is right and fair to be done to farmers.
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What this cynical opposition to a bill that would provide simple justice shows is that any claim they make in the
future about standing for justice must be questioned. Clearly, other agendas are a higher priority for these
groups.

Activists’ claim that opposing this bill will bring prosperity to farm workers is clearly false
Community to Community’s appeal to oppose the bill states:
“For farm workers the right to receive overtime pay could make the
difference between creating prosperity for themselves and their
families and remaining trapped in poverty. For generations they
have been denied millions of dollars in overtime pay that they
earned by doing some of the state’s most difficult and dangerous
jobs.”
Rosalinda Guillen of Community to Community and
creator of the FUJ union claims racism is behind the
overtime pay issue. Yet, her actions have greatly harmed
the farmworkers she says she is helping. Example: 400
workers lost their jobs to mechanization after she
repeatedly lied about the death of one of the farm’s
workers. Hispanic farmers and farmworkers alike are
pleading with the legislature to ensure justice that will
protect farms and their jobs.

It sounds good, but it first of all ignores that farm workers have
not been cheated out of pay just because they were exempt from
overtime. Their pay was structured accordingly and as pointed out
above, Washington farm employees are the most well
compensated in the nation except Hawaii.
Second, how does it contribute to prosperity for a worker to lose a
job they love and have done all their lives? That is exactly what

will happen. Remember, Rosalinda Guillen, the leader of Community to Community and their one-farm union,
FUJ, tried very hard through political pressure and two court cases to stop all guest workers from harvesting this
past year’s fruit crops. It would have cost billions in farm produce lost as well as the loss of a great many farms.
But even worse, it would have taken much needed income from over 20,000 mostly Mexican families. These
workers earn 20 to 30 times what they can earn in Mexico and these life-changing jobs mean they can send
their kids to college, build homes, and start or expand businesses.
Listen to these workers tell their own stories about how these guest worker jobs change their lives for the better,
click here for farmworker videos.
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The goal of Community to Community, FUJ, Columbia Legal Services, UFW and the employment lawyers
association is not justice nor prosperity for workers. Their words and actions show that their political agenda is to
create an even greater shortage of workers and unionize remaining farm workers. That allows them to extract
money from the workers paychecks. Stopping this bill will also allow these lawyers to earn millions in legal fees
from farmers, until there are no farms left to sue and no farm jobs left to “protect.”
Find out more:
Listen to farmworkers tell their stories: www.protectfarmworkersnow.org
Find out more about the litigation, court case and legislative action: www.savefamilyfarming.org
You can help save these jobs and farms.
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